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Abstract: Highly hydrophobic and superhydrophobic materials obtained from recycled polymers
represent an interesting challenge to recycle and reuse advanced performance materials after their
first life. In this article, we present a simple and low-cost method to fabricate a superhydrophobic
surface by employing polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) powder in polystyrene (PS) dispersion. With
respect to the literature, the superhydrophobic surface (SHS) was prepared by utilizing a spray-
coating technique at room temperature, a glass substrate without any further modification or thermal
treatment, and which can be applied onto a large area and on to any type of material with some
degree of fine control over the wettability properties. The prepared surface showed superhydrophobic
behavior with a water contact angle (CA) of 170◦; furthermore, the coating was characterized with
different techniques, such as a 3D confocal profilometer, to measure the average roughness of the
coating, and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to characterize the surface morphology. In addition,
the durability of SH coating was investigated by a long-water impact test (raining test), thermal
treatment at high temperature, an abrasion test, and in acidic and alkaline environments. The present
study may suggest an easy and scalable method to produce SHS PS/PTFE films that may find
implementation in various fields.

Keywords: superhydrophobic; PTFE; spray coating; self-cleaning

1. Introduction

In nature we can observe living systems belonging both to the plant and animal worlds
that are able to enhance and manage their surface water repellence, such as the leaf of the
Nelumbo nucifera (lotus effect) [1,2], birds and insects’ wings, or beetle shields [3,4].

Surfaces exhibiting such an effect show water contact angles (CAs) higher than 150◦

and contact angle hysteresis (CAH) less than 5◦ where, typically, water drops acquire
a spherical shape and can easily roll off without friction on surfaces removing dirt or
dust. All surfaces showing these properties are called superhydrophobic (SHS) due to the
extreme water repellence given by air pockets formed because of the hierarchical structure
(nano–micro scales) of a low surface energy material. The small surface area coming
into contact with water droplets results in a reduction in adhesion forces, contact angle
hysteresis, and tilt angle [5]. Inspired by nature, researchers have devoted much attention
to artificially reproduce the lotus effect, developing, by biomimetic approaches, new kinds
of materials with special wettability that may be applicable in everyday life.

While biology can continuously maintain superhydrophobic waxes or other water-
repellent materials [6,7], an important challenge for researchers is the production of a
surface with a long lifespan because, to date, artificial self-healing SH surfaces do not
provide a comparable long-term performance. In this direction, it is therefore impor-
tant to produce coatings that have high mechanical strength and, in case of damage, are
easily repairable.

Developing superhydrophobic surfaces is of great interest in those cases where pro-
tection against water contact is fundamental, including many applications such as self-
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cleaning, membrane for oil separation, waste-water treatments, optical windows, anti-
corrosion [8–10], anti-fouling [11,12] and drag reduction for ship hulls [13–15], anti-bacteria
of medical equipment [16,17], anti-water condensation, anti-icing [18–20], and heat trans-
fer [21]. To obtain an SHS, the coexistence of two basic conditions, such as low surface
energy materials and roughness at the micro–nano scale, is necessary [22]; there are two
possible ways to achieve this aim: modifying with low surface energy materials a rough
surface or making rough a surface with intrinsic low surface energy. There are many
methods for producing superhydrophobic surfaces, such as surface etching (chemical,
plasma, laser) [23–25], sol-gel [26,27], layer-by-layer self-assembly [28], electrochemical
deposition [29], phase separation [30,31], or lithography (photolithography, electron beam,
X-ray) [32–34]. With these methods, it is possible to successfully obtain SHS even if they
often require high costs and energy consumption, complex routes, no possibility to replace
coatings that are damaged, and their application to only small areas. One promising
route is the use of spray coating using dispersions that do not need any further treatment
after deposition.

Independent of the way in which the SHS is produced, it is important to consider
the origin of the starting materials and their cost. Due to this problem, scientists have
recently tried to use discarded products from industrial productions [35–37] and urban
solid waste [38–40] as starting materials. The use of recycled materials for SHS production
allows the environmental impact to be reduced and to create a cheap advanced material. In
this study we use recyclable and low-cost polymers such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)
and polystyrene (PS), to fabricate SHS.

PTFE is the fluoropolymer that shows, as an industrial product, the lowest friction
coefficient, a low surface energy of 19.4 mN/m [41], and a higher water CA = 109◦. Such
behavior is due to its chemical composition and the presence of −CF3 groups fundamental
for a hydrophobic interaction with polar liquids. Furthermore, PTFE shows chemical
inertia against many compounds, complete insolubility in water and any organic solvent,
is cheap, and readily available.

The use of PTFE in the production of superhydrophobic materials is relatively recent
and many approaches have been tried and tested. In general, two are the main approaches:
roughening a PTFE surface to achieve the superhydrophobicity, such as by plasma etch-
ing [42], templating [43], sand paper [44], sanding [45], laser technologies [46–48]; or by
deposition on substrate of a thin film of PTFE by a pulsed laser deposition [49], RF plasma
sputtering [50], RF-magnetron sputtering [51], supercritical CO2 [52], electrospinning [53],
and chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [54]. Today, spray coating is not widespread; how-
ever, this method has the advantage of being simple, with a high efficiency and obtaining a
good hydrophobicity and, when used, a final heat treatment is often required [55,56].

Moreover, in our work, PS was employed in combination with PTFE. PS is a low-
hydrophobicity polymer with a surface tension of 34 mN/m and a water CA of 90◦ [41].
This material was chosen as a matrix with PTFE powder to enhance the film adhesive
strength to the substrate [57] because it is low cost; easily available, for example, by
recycling PS packaging; and because of its good solubility in non-toxic solvents, such as
ethyl acetate (EtOAc).

In the present study, we present an easy and low-cost procedure to produce a PS/PTFE
coating with superhydrophobic behavior by a spray technique on glass substrate at room
temperature. The prepared coating not only shows superhydrophobicity but also durability
in acidic/alkali solutions, as well as thermal and mechanical stability.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Surface Preparation and Characterization

The superhydrophobic surface was obtained from a dispersion of polytetrafluoroethy-
lene (PTFE) powder (average diameter ≈ 1 µm) in a solution of polystyrene (PS) dissolved
in ethyl acetate (EtOAc). The ethyl acetate was supplied by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis,
MO, USA) with a purity grade >99% and was used as received, PS was obtained through
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recycling commercial packaging waste. For the contact angle measurements high-purity
grade water, produced by a MilliQ (Milli-Pore, Elix plus Milli-Q, Burlington, VT, USA)
ion-exchange purifier with microfiltration stage (18 MΩ cm) was utilized. Pure water
surface tension was measured by a PAT-1 tensiometer (Sinterface, Berlin, Germany) at
20 ◦C stable for several hours at 72.5 ± 0.2 mN/m.

The superhydrophobic surface was produced by spray-coating the PS/PTFE disper-
sion in EtOAc at room temperature and atmospheric conditions on a glass substrate. The
coating was prepared using a constant distance of 10 cm between surface and airbrush,
a pressure of 3 bar, and with different layer cycles (1–4) performed. The effect of the
concentration of PS dispersed in EtOAc (0–10 g/L), keeping the concentration of PTFE
constant, was studied.

For the evaluation of the wetting properties of the samples, static contact angle (CA)
measurements were carried out by the ASTRA view tensiometer (developed at CNR–
ICMATE, Genoa, Italy [58]) at room temperature. In order to assess the homogeneous
character of the coating deposition, the data were collected in at least 3 different points
of the surface. For measurement of the static contact angle, the droplet size should be
smaller than the capillary length, but larger than the dimension of the structures on the
surfaces. Droplets of about 5 mm3 in volume were gently deposited on the substrate using
a microsyringe (Hamilton) with a stainless-steel capillary of 0.21 mm in diameter.

Morphological and microstructural aspects of the coatings were characterized by two
complementary techniques: scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and 3D confocal and
interferometric profilometry. SEM (LEO 1450VP, LEO Electron Microscopy Ltd., Cambridge,
UK) was used for the characterization of the samples immediately after coating, as well as
for the tested coatings. For better observation, all polymeric coatings were pre-treated with
a gold conductive layer.

In order to evaluate the roughness and other important surface parameters of SH
coating, 3D confocal and interferometric profilometry (Sensofar S-NEOX, Barcelona, Spain)
was used according to the standard ISO 25178 and EUR 15178N. At least 3 measurements
in different points were taken for each sample. The 3D profilometry was chosen to allow
larger surface scans, such as the samples used in this work, and for its ease of use and the
many parameters that it is capable to provide.

In particular, an experimentally obtained parameter was surface roughness (Sa), a
dispersion parameter defined as the arithmetic mean of the absolute values of the surface
deviations above and below the mean plane within the sampling area. The influence
of a single movement on the measurement value therefore becomes extremely small, so
that stable results can be obtained; Sa is a very general and commonly used parameter in
practical applications and it is given in nm or µm.

2.2. Thermal Treatment

Thermal tests were carried out to study the stability of prepared SHS at high tempera-
ture. The tests were performed in air atmosphere in a conventional furnace MF200X (F.lli
Galli, Milan, Italy) with a chamber (19 × 26 × 13 cm) connected to an internal heating
system: the tests consisted of a single cycle carried out for different times at different
temperatures, as shown in Table 1, with a rate of 3 ◦ C/min during the heating and the
cooling. The temperatures were chosen in consideration of the polystyrene melting point
(210–240 ◦C) and its thermal decomposition (starting from 300 ◦C, with half decomposition
at 363 ◦C) [59] and the duration was progressively increased after evidencing the absence
of effect in the previous thermal treatment.
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Table 1. Preparation conditions, concentration of PS (g/L), and number of layers, for hydropho-
bic/superhydrophobic samples.

Time (h) T (◦C)

3 200
10 200
30 200
1 250
1 280

30 280
60 280
1 300

The upper temperatures, 280 ◦C and 300 ◦C, were used to test the product in highly
severe conditions. Successively, the sample was extracted from the furnace and cooled
down at room temperature. The wettability of PS/PTFE coating was measured by an
ASTRAview tensiometer and the surface sample was observed by a 3D profilometer in
order to verify possible alterations to the topography induced by the thermal treatment.

2.3. Wearing Test and Durability

Since superhydrophobic materials can lose their properties as a result of impacts
with external objects damaging their hierarchical structure, the coating resistance to the
impact of suspended solids was set up to simulate the abrasion that occurs in a real aquatic
environment. It may be considered as an alternative, and less invasive, solution with respect
to classical tribological methods, by using a water dispersion of micrometric diatomaceous
earth (DE, Sigma Aldrich) with or without 3.5 wt % NaCl. The DE was chosen for two
primary reasons: first, the order of magnitude (10–200 µm) of the particles potentially
damaging the micro-nano roughness of SHS, resulting in a Cassie–Wenzel transition or even
a partial removal of the coating; and, secondly, the wide presence of diatoms as unicellular
algae in seawater, so simulating a potential environmental degradation. In order to simulate
a more similar environment to real seawater, NaCl (3.5 wt % in water) in DE dispersion
was used to enhance aggressive conditions. Considering the range of suspended solid
concentration, defined as transparent with 20 mg/L and turbid over 40 mg/L [60], the
water/DE dispersion was prepared to be more concentrated (0.5 g/L) with respect to
actual sea water. The abrasion test was carried out for 7 days in conditions simulating a
constantly moving fluid, specifically a constant speed of 3.8 knots corresponding to “light
breeze” conditions [61]. The SH samples were constantly immersed, half of the time in the
water/DE dispersion and then under the effect of the suspended solids. The volume of
liquid was kept constant throughout the experiment. Such dispersion could be regarded as
an accelerated and non-destructive ageing method.

2.4. Resistance to Acid and Base

The chemical durability of the SH PS/PTFE coating under acidic or basic conditions
was evaluated by pH tests and static contact angle measurements. This aspect is considered
important for those applications where pH conditions could not be stable or intentionally
kept far from neutrality.

SHS resistance in harsh conditions such as aqueous HNO3, a strong oxidizing agent,
and NaOH, one of the strongest bases, was investigated in pH range from 1 to 14. It
was evaluated by both measuring the static contact angle of a drop of the acidic or basic
solutions [62] and by evaluating the water CA after the immersion of the SHS in solutions
at different pH for different times [63]. The pH of the solution was measured with a pH
meter sensION+ PH31 (HACH, Loveland, CO, USA).
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2.5. Raining Test

With the aim of simulating conditions occurring during rain and navigation, raining
tests were performed on SH PS/PTFE coatings to investigate the resistance under continu-
ous water drop impact. This type of testing is already reported in the literature [54,64–66],
often with various and not unambiguous timing and methodologies. The resistance test
consisted of dripping water from a height of 10 cm down to the sample tilted by 5◦ to
allow the water to roll off. The droplet volume was about 60 µL and the dripping rate was
kept at 1 droplet per second [67] so that each drop had an impact velocity of 1.4 ms−1. A
test lasting 14 consecutive hours, corresponding to about 3 L of water and 50,400 drops,
was performed.

3. Results
3.1. Surface Characterization and Wettability

To obtain an SHS surface, different conditions, such as PS concentration and number
of layers, were considered. Roughness alone cannot describe the wettability behavior of
the coating, because superhydrophobicity is found over a large range of roughness, Sa
from 0.66 to 3.64 µm, and samples with the same Sa can show different surface behavior,
probably related to the ratio and concentration of starting polymers (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Relationship between CA, roughness (Sa) and PS concentration in preparation conditions.
At lower PS concentrations (1–2 g/L), the coating is SH (CA > 160◦).

In particular, and in addition to roughness, the ratio between the two polymers can
also significantly affect the hydrophobic behavior. An important effect on wettability is the
amount of PS in the starting dispersion as reported in Figure 1 and observable in Figure 2
from contact angle images; by increasing its concentration, the CA decreases, allowing a
kind of a fine tuning of the wettability properties.

Figure 2. Contact angle images acquired on different PS/PTFE samples. (a) Sample “n” CA = 112◦, (b) sample “i” CA = 130◦,
(c) sample “f” CA > 170◦, (d) sample “c” CA > 170. Droplet radius 1.2 mm.
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This behavior was induced because PS embedded the PTFE particles, decreasing their
effect on the surface energy component. This aspect was experimentally observed by SEM
analysis. In Figure 3, two pictures and their sketches as lateral view are presented to
demonstrate the influence of the PS concentration on surface morphology. In Figure 3a, the
sample prepared with 10 g/L of PS, and in Figure 3b, the sample prepared with 1 g/L of
PS are reported. The two samples show different morphologies, in particular, the sample
with higher PS concentration appears homogeneous but with a typical structure of dry PS
only (Figure 3c). In samples at lower PS concentrations, this effect is absent, the surface
appears homogeneous and rough due to the presence of PTFE particles surfacing from the
PS matrix.

Figure 3. (a) A 2500× SEM image of 10 g/L PS and its schematic lateral view, (b) 2500× SEM images of 1 g/L PS and its
schematic lateral view, (c) dry sprayed coating of PS only.

Another important observation regards the influence of the presence of PS in the
starting dispersion. In Figure 4, two images of coatings produced by a solution of PTFE
dispersed in only EtOAc are presented. In Figure 4a, the sample without PS appears less
homogeneous and with holes as detailed in Figure 4b at higher magnification (10,000×).

In Figure 5, the effect of the PS on the PTFE powder particles aggregation can be
observed at high magnification. In particular, in Figure 5a,b, samples without PS matrix,
and coating produced with the dispersion prepared with 1 g/L of PS/PTFE in EtOAc
are reported, respectively. The presence of PS enabled the particles to bind making their
dispersal more homogeneous in the ethyl acetate during the spray coating.
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Figure 4. (a) A 2500× sample without PS; (b) 10,000× holes on samples without PS and only PTFE particles.

Figure 5. SEM images at 30,000×: (a) coating without PS and (b) coating with 1 g/L of PS.

3.2. Resistance to Acid and Base

As previously described, we studied the behavior under aggressive conditions in
order to imagine a possible application in a real environment. In the present case, the
tests were performed with sodium hydroxide (NaOH) and nitric acid (HNO3) at different
concentrations to test different pH conditions. In the first experiment, the coating main-
tained its superhydrophobicity for each tested pH during the contact of the drop and after
its removal. In particular, the measured CA was the same as before the measurements
(CA > 170◦) and was constant in the whole studied pH range. In a more dynamic test,
acid and basic solution drops bounced without friction and rolled off the surface (see
Supplementary Materials). The surface analysis, performed with 3D profilometer, has
confirmed that no change in roughness occurred.

The second pH test consisted of an immersion, for at least 24 h, in a solution at
different pH levels in the range of 1–14; the coating was always stable, maintaining its
superhydrophobicity. In particular, the surface did not require washing after immersion in
aggressive solutions to recover its special wettability. After each immersion, the samples
were observed with a 3D profilometer to see if their roughness was altered by the aggressive
solutions. For each test superhydrophobicity was kept and, also, the roughness of the
immersed sample had the same value as the un-immersed sample used as a reference. The
PS/PTFE coating was shown to be completely inert in the full pH range (0–14). This feature
was probably due to the chemical inertness of the starting materials; in the literature [68],
it was found that both PS and PTFE were not damaged by inorganic acid or base at
room temperature.
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3.3. Wearing Test

Abrasion tests with diatomaceous earth (DE) dispersion (0.5 g/L) at 3.8 knots on
PS/PTFE coatings were carried out and, after 7 days of immersion, the coating started
to lose its superhydrophobic behavior; in fact, water drops remained attached on some
parts of the surface. To understand the causes, coating with approximately 2 µm Sa was
investigated with the 3D profilometer. In Figure 6 a 2D profilometer image of the coating
is reported.

Figure 6. Two-dimensional image from the profilometer of PS/PTFE coating immersed in DE
dispersion after 6 days. On the right side of the picture are many micrometric, large scratches due to
the circulation of the DE particles. The drop picture shows the partial loss of SH properties.

The image shows the presence of some small scratches, indicated by arrows, about
10 µm wide, at different points of the surface. The presence of these micrometric defects
explains the partial loss of superhydrophobicity. DE particles may have damaged the
coating because the surface presents a micrometric primary structure and because it was
softer with respect to the DE particles.

3.4. Thermal Treatment

A thermal resistance experiment on spray-coated superhydrophobic surfaces was
performed. The test consisted of multiple single-cycle thermal treatments carried out at
different temperatures for different times (Table 1). After cooling, the wettability of the
PS/PTFE coating was measured considering the CA, the SH behavior was maintained
at the end of each heating cycle, including that of 300 ◦C for 1 h, evidencing the absence
of morphological modifications even well beyond the melting point (210–240 ◦C). Water
drops bounced without friction and rolled off the surface (see Supplementary Materials).

3.5. Raining Test

In order to evaluate the robustness of our superhydrophobic films, experiments of
drops impacting on these surfaces were carried out. The experimental conditions are
described in Section 2.5. The test was performed in one long cycle of 14 h corresponding to
about 50,400 drops. The special wettability was maintained during the test and after 14 h
with the surface roughness resulting unaltered in the drop impact area (Figure 7). Moreover,
the coating resistance allowed the mechanical stress produced by the drop impact to be
borne in the tested condition and avoid material loss.
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Figure 7. Slow motion sequence acquired by high-speed camera at 3500 fps (Sprinter HD, Optronis) on superhydrophobic
surface after 14 h of raining test.

4. Conclusions

In summary, a superhydrophobic (SH) coating made by recyclable polymers, polystyrene
from packaging, and PTFE powder was successfully prepared on glass substrate using a spray-
coating technique. The use of spray allows large, homogeneous flawless superhydrophobic
surfaces to be obtained at room temperature without preliminary substrate preparation
showing a water CA up to 170◦ and sliding angle less than 5◦ in agreement with the literature
data [43,48,53,55,69–71]. It can be regarded as an alternative technique with respect to spin
coating [72]. From this study, it was observed that, to obtain an SHS, the presence of nanoscale
roughness is not strictly necessary, as it was observed for PS/PTFE surface of micrometric
scale roughness.

The superhydrophobic PS/PTFE surface is not only highly water repellent but also
stable in aggressive conditions. This feature was investigated by laboratory tests that
included wearing, thermal treatment, pH test, and continuous drop impact (raining test).
The produced SHS can resist a longer cycle of water drop impact (14 h) with respect to
literature data [67], an immersion in aggressive solution with pH ranging from 1 to 14, and
severe thermal treatment (up to 300 ◦C).

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at https://www.mdpi.com/article/10
.3390/su13158244/s1, Video S1 title: Resistance to acid, base and thermal treatment.
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